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The Blue Streaks & Little Giants: More than a Century of Sandusky &
Fremont Ross Football

2013-07-16

on november 2 1895 the newly formed football team at fremont high school journeyed to sandusky to play its
first game against sandusky high school it was the beginning of the second oldest high school football rivalry
in ohio since then the teams have met 106 times in the regular season and once in the playoffs the players have
included an olympian a top nfl draft pick a heisman trophy winner and scores of athletes and coaches who went
on to notoriety and success take the field with author and sports journalist vince guerrieri as he recounts the
amazing legacy of a truly historic rivalry

Report of the ... and ... Meetings of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science

1873

a line drive hit of a book about the iron horse and the iron man two legends from two eras of baseball and the
nature of human endurance the wall street journal when cal ripken jr began his career with the baltimore orioles
at age twenty one he had no idea he would someday beat the historic record of playing 2 130 games in a row a
record set forty two years before by the fabled iron horse of the new york yankees lou gehrig ripken went on to
surpass that record by 502 games and the baseball world was floored few feats in sports history have
generated more acclaim but the record spawns an array of questions when did someone first think it was a good
idea to play in so many games without taking a day off who owned the record before gehrig whose streak gehrig
s or ripken s was the more difficult achievement through probing research meticulous analysis and colorful
parallel storytelling the streak delves into this impressive but controversial milestone unraveling gehrig s at
times unwitting pursuit of that goal babe ruth used to think gehrig crazy for wanting to play every game and
ripken s fierce determination to stay in the lineup and continue to contribute whatever he could even as his
skills diminished with age so many factors contribute to the comparisons between the two men the length of
seasons the number of teams in the major leagues the inclusion of nonwhite players travel technology medical
advances and even media are all part of the equation this is a book that captures the deeply american
appreciation as seen in the sport itself for a workaday mentality and that desire to be there for the game every
time it called it tackles the allure of human endurance and the pitfalls of fame but it is mostly a baseball book
for baseball fans it succeeds as both a thorough accounting and a love note to the game the washington post

The Streak

2017-07-04

paul hatcher won 897 games as the head coach of the robert e lee high school boys basketball team in
staunton astoundingly he won 85 in a row from 2003 to 2006 in a career spanning forty three years hatcher
won four state titles was named coach of the year an amazing eleven times and is a member of five halls of fame
the beloved mentor also developed nationally recognized talent like kevin madden and tyler crawford author
and journalist patrick hite presents the dramatic story of a legend in high school basketball history

The Staunton Streak: Paul Hatcher’s Basketball Dynasty

2016-10-24

vols 10 11 include meteorology of england by james glaisher as seperately paged section at end

Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society

1884

each volume comprises one or more monographs many of which are issued also as separates



Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences

1895

contents of each report may be found in list of publications of the geological survey of canada 1900

Handbook of Astronomy

1875

more than any other sport baseball has developed its own niche in america s culture and psyche some
researchers spend years on detailed statistical analyses of minute parts of the game while others wax poetic
about its players and plays many trace the beginnings of the civil rights movement in part to the major leagues
decision to integrate and the words and phrases of the game for example pinch hitter and out in left field have
become common in our everyday language from aaron henry onward this book covers all of what might be
called the cultural aspects of baseball as opposed to the number rich statistical information so widely
available elsewhere biographical sketches of all hall of fame players owners executives and umpires as well as
many of the sportswriters and broadcasters who have won the spink and frick awards join entries for teams
owners commissioners and league presidents advertising agents drafts illegal substances minor leagues oldest
players perfect games retired uniform numbers superstitions tripleheaders and youngest players are among the
thousands of entries herein most entries open with a topical quote and conclude with a brief bibliography of
sources for further research the whole work is exhaustively indexed and includes 119 photographs

Report on the Preparations For, and Observations of the Transit of
Venus

1877

the airborne streak tube imaging lidar astil was evaluated for use in detecting schools of tuna in the eastern
tropical pacific etp waters in order to aid in reducing bycatch of dolphin associated with yellowfin tuna three
airborne experiments were conducted and data were collected for southern bluefin tuna yellowfin tuna akule
trachiurops crumenophthalmus giant bluefin tuna gbft and dolphin the lidar signature of tuna was studied and
extended to an evaluation of fish and fish school detection of gbft using stil experimental data the utility of
fish school detection was confirmed for gbft in terms of detection statistics for binary hypothesis testing and
also by direct implementation of a three dimensional matched filter algorithm based on the gbft observations
modeled performance estimates were made for yellowfin in the etp for an upgraded astil system p 11

The Ornithology of Illinois

1889

the streak may appear to be about a big baseball game and the star player billy thorton but in fact it is about
much more it is about making choices in life no matter the surrounding noise heading into the championship game
billy thorton is able to break a national hitting streak held for the last 20 years everything changes when a
new kid shows up to school billy finds himself asking the questions we all ask ourselves about truth and doing
what is right could you make the right choice

Philosophical Magazine

1878

visual illusions are compelling phenomena that draw attention to the brain s capacity to construct our
perceptual world the compendium is a collection of over 100 chapters on visual illusions written by the
illusion creators or by vision scientists who have investigated mechanisms underlying the phenomena



The Birds of New England and Adjacent States ...

1883

streak vividly and poignantly tells the story of joltin joe dimaggio s legendary fifty six game hitting streak
and the last golden summer of baseball before america was engulfed by the maelstrom of the second world war
that long lost summer also witnessed other unforgettable events ted williams s quest to bat 400 and lefty
grove s pursuit of his three hundredth victory a sizzling epic race between the dodgers and the cardinals for the
national league pennant and mickey owen s infamous passed ball in the fourth game of the world series featuring
complete box scores for each game streak showcases dimaggio s crowning achievement commemorates a baseball
season like no other and invites us to an america in the last moments of its innocence
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beginning oct 1959 some issues include russian supplement
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The Cultural Encyclopedia of Baseball, 2d ed.
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Journal of the Physical Society of Japan
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